
Nays ND Ned Softbait floating

Nays

Product number: NA-ND

Softbait specifically for ned rig fishing

7,99 € * 7,99 €

Discover the art of ned rig fishing with the Nays ND rubber lure.

The Nays ND soft bait is your essential companion for successful finesse fishing. Made from highly 
resilient, buoyant TPE material, this lure offers an enticing ribbed texture that creates the finest vibrations 
with every rod movement. Ideal for the Ned Rig, the lure stands vertically on the bottom of the water with 
the matching Ned Head to provoke bites even on difficult days.

Features:

Seductive shrimp aroma
Highly elastic TPE material (without toxic softeners)
Available in three sizes and six colours
Pack sizes: ND 25 (8 pieces, 6.4 cm, 2.5 g), ND 30 (6 pieces, 7.6 cm, 4 g), ND 35 (4 pieces, 8.9 cm, 
6.1 g))
Unique storage instructions: To avoid deformation, bait should not be stored with other baits; storage 
in the original packaging is strongly recommended.

The Ned rig technique is a proven method for outwitting perch and zander in particular. The minimalist 
design of the rig, in combination with the Nays ND rubber bait, creates a natural presentation in the water 
that even the most cautious predators will find hard to resist. The buoyancy of the Nays ND ensures that the 
lure is perpendicular to the bottom of the water, enticing the fish to bite. The Ned Rig technique, paired with 
the Nays ND rubber lure, allows anglers to be successful even on difficult days and effectively target perch 
and zander in particular.

Fishing with the Nays ND Ned Rig rubber lure is more than just a technique - it is an art that requires both 
patience and precision. The quality and thoughtful design of the Nays ND rubber lure sets new standards in 
the world of finesse fishing. With each size and colour specifically designed to cover a wide range of water 



conditions and target fish species, this lure will quickly become an essential part of your fishing kit. 
Discover the world of finesse fishing in a new way and let the Nays ND rubber lure do the work for you.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=eee27746d583bd987d6fb76e2afd025d

